Sensory Play
The Mattel Way!
Beach Day
Race in a Box

Extra shipping boxes?
Upcycle your shipping boxes and give your Hot Wheels a beach day (from home)!
Pour some play sand in a cardboard box, add some Hot Wheels and race track to give your cars the ultimate beach day race adventure!
Kids love slime...and dinosaurs!

Pour some of your Jurassic World Dinosaurs in a bucket, plastic bin, or deep bowl. Then add your Ooblek! To create ooblek, add 2 parts of corn starch and 1 part of water and mix. You can even add food coloring to make it colorful! This will create a fun sticky texture that’s fun to play with. Can you help your Jurassic Dinosaurs escape the Ooblek?
Barbie Sensory Bag

The perfect accessory!

Create fun sensory bags filled with colored water and toys for your little one to squish and squeeze without the mess! Go on a hunt to find all your favorite Barbie accessories and shoes and place them in a Ziploc bag. Then add water with food coloring. Use duct tape to create a seal at the top and now you have a fun sensory bag!

You can make bags sorted with different colored water and matching color accessories. Or replace the water with slime for a different sensory experience.
Thomas Trapped in Rice

Help the helpful engine!

Add some uncooked rice into a bowl and let your kiddo explore! Add Thomas the Train and a couple of his friends so they can try to drive through the rice together! Add tracks for even more fun!
UNO Mystery Bag

Time to get wild!

Collect items of the colors red, blue, green, yellow. Place items by color in separate bags. Draw a card from the UNO deck, reach your hand in the bag of the same color you drew, hold one object and guess what it is. What about a wild card? You get to choose which hand your bag goes in!
Paint with Polly Pocket

Tiny is Mighty!

Gather your Polly Pockets to use as a ‘paint brush’. Use your fingers to mix cool whip with food coloring to make different colors in cupcake pan. Dip Polly’s feet in the colors and to stamp the paper create a picture. Use your fingers to help out too if needed! If you don’t have shaving cream or whipped cream, you can also use finger paint!